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Whistle Detection Using Overtones



Due to past rule changes and the need to detect more 
whistle signals including more kinds of signals during 
game play, we decided to revise our approach towards 
the task at hand. One key challenge was filtering out 
false positives from interference by games played 
simultaneously.


 

We solved this problem by restructuring the whistle 
detection using different kinds of frequency bands: the 
fundamental frequency of the whistle, as well as higher 
frequency bands for overtone detection. All frequencies 
were constantly monitored during game play up to 
22kHz using STFT (short time Fourier transformation) 
although the data have shown that frequencies 
>19.500kHz are hardly ever detected.  

Figure 1: sample wave form with cumulative amplitudes and spectrogram with formants

Any acoustic signal is uniquely distinguished by it’s overtone profile which can in turn be used to identify the kind of 
source it originated from. A characteristic overtone profile is a function over the strictly ordered set of natural overtones 
(overtone series). Since overtones are rapidly decaying over time and space and are only locally stable, interference from 
false positive whistle signals is minimized – the overtones are largely undetectable one field over. A further defense 
against interference arises from the compositional nature of overtones: overtones are bound to the overtone series - the 
frequency of overtone n is 1/n of the frequency of the fundamental frequency. Naturally, overtones attenuate 
exponentially faster the further along in the series they are, however, the characteristic overtone profile is defined by it’s 
deviation from the expected decay in amplitude.

This new implementation is not only more resistant to interfering signals but also ignores the low frequency sounds 
made by robots in motion.



Figure 4: side-by-side comparison of old line detection implementation and optimized version

Figure 2: precision improvement throughout 

optimization

Figure 3: recall improvement throughout 

optimization

Vision Optimization

Our previous line detection implementation 
struggled with dynamic changes in lighting 
during game play where adjustments could not 
be performed on the fly. We  targeted the f score 
by means of on scan lines using black box 
optimization on Facebooks Ax platform. In 
particular, we focused on grid density and 
aggregation thresholds for extrapolation. 



Prefiltering non-field data, we identified loci of 
color transitions from turf-green to line-white and 
optimized accordingly. Based on this, 
aggregation thresholds for accepted field lines 
were tuned to account for the modified function 
space resulting from the previous optimization. 
See figures 2 and 3 for an overview of 
optimization performance.
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